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 Bring along your Treasured Pets and Let us Applaud Your Relationship!  

Shop with our Vendors and Enjoy the Demonstrations.

Help us raise the money so desperately needed for 
those Cavaliers who are less fortunate.

 18-21, 2013

Note, that CKCSCR took in 490 Cavaliers in 2011 requiring $230,000 
for medical expenses, sponsors and care; with 42 Cavaliers entering 

foster care in January of 2012 alone! 

Judi Geldermann | 1232 Forty-First street | sacramento, ca 95819
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contributors

Pam BonsPer is a freelance 
writer who has lived in the 
Monterey/Carmel area for over 
thirty years. She presently lives in 
Cachagua. She loves dogs and all 
critters! She writes short stories 
and articles for children and adults. 
She can be reached at bonsper@
sbcglobal.net.

on the cover   MACY, MOLLY-MAE, AND CHARLIE

Macy was adopted 12 years ago from Care Pets in San 
Jose after being found as a stray in San Francisco. The 
Sims’ weren't particularly looking for a "pittie," they were 
just looking for a nice, short-haired dog.

Macy is a supersweet dog who is a canine good citizen. 
When Macy was six years old, Heather Sims became 
pregnant with her first child, Molly-Mae. Macy started to 
behave differently around her. She began watching over 
Heather diligently. 

After Molly-Mae was born, Macy wouldn't leave her side. 
Whenever she would cry, Macy would whine and alert 
Heather that Molly-Mae needed tending to. She wouldn't 
stop whining until Molly-Mae stopped crying. Macy filled 
the role of "nanny" dog. Then she did the exact same 
thing when Heather's son, Charlie, was born.  Even now 
she gets upset when the kids are upset or if mom raises 
her voice, Macy nudges her as if to say " you need to calm 
down, they're only children." She instinctively knows how 
to read the situation and make it better.

Cover photo by heather SiMS.

Let's connect 

BarBara DeGrooDt is the 
owner of From the heart animal 
behavior Counseling and Dog 
training (www.fromtheheart.
info) in Salinas, and has been 
an animal behavior counselor 
for over 30 years. barbara was 
one of the original founders 
of the association of pet Dog 
trainers. She’s a member of 
the international association of 
Canine professionals, as well as a 
certified animal trainer.

missy seu is a freelance writer 
who resides in Montana with 
her husband, phil. She trains her 
Labrador, emma, for therapy 
work, and competes in agility with 
her Chihuahua, Lucy. She can be 
reached through her website at 
www.cerebralcanine.com.

Dr. annette richmonD, D.v.m. 
earned her degree from UC Davis 
in 1997. Dr. richmond uses natural 
remedies on a daily basis in her 
practice, including Chinese and 
western herbs, acupuncture, laser, 
dietary changes, nutraceutical 
supplements, essential oils, and 
flower essences. Custom-made 
remedies are designed based 
on an animal’s history. www.
naturalveterinarytherapy.com.

KeLLy LuKer owns Little pup 
Lodge (www.littlepuplodge.com), 
a cage-free boarding facility 
designed exclusively for small 
dogs. She has written for runner's 
World, Salon.com, and various 
alternative weeklies.

Join us on FaceBooK For the latest dog 
stories, photos, videos, events, and resources. Like 
us at www.facebook.com/pages/Coastal-Canine-
Magazine/136456806400753.
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Letter from Coastal Canine

W
e know. Talking about and advocating for 
Pit Bulls is controversial stuff.  We know 
some staunch dog lovers who are biased 
against Pit Bulls. Even using the term “Pit 
Bull” or identifying a dog as a Pit Bull can 

be nebulous, since “Pit Bull” isn’t really a breed. It’s a group of 
breeds and mixes. 

Our dog Sunshine’s best friend was a Pit Bull mix named Rio. 
Sunshine and Rio met 18 years ago when Sunshine was just a 
puppy. At that time we had never even heard of a Pit Bull. They 
remained good friends their entire lives. Rio was one of the 
calmest, gentlest, most intelligent dogs we’ve ever known. 

All dogs need to have regular exercise, training, mental 
stimulation, and socialization. Any dog can develop 
behavior issues when those four needs are not met, but 
a leash-aggressive Pit Bull or a Pit Bull with separation 
anxiety will cause more damage than a neurotic, aggressive 
Pomeranian. For this reason, bully-breed guardians have more 
responsibility put upon them to raise well-behaved dogs. 

We hope you come to love the “pittie” dogs in this issue as 
much as we do. Joey Stanley, Ginger, and the work of BadRap 
and SociaBull are all helping to change negative opinions 
about pits.

Our wish for 2013 and beyond is that Pit Bulls regain their 
respected status in society, and that laws can be changed 
accordingly: laws that ban them from entire counties and that 
allow discrimination against them in rentals and by insurance 
companies. We (dogs and people) should all be defined by the 
content of our character, and not by anything else.

Woofs and wags! 

Scott and Carie Broecker

Coastal Canine is printed on 10% 
recycled paper. All inks used 
contain a percentage of soy base. 
Our printer meets or exceeds all 
Federal Resource Conservation 
Recovery Act (RCRA) Standards. 
Our printer is a certified member 
of the Forest Stewardship Council 
(FSC) The FSC sets high standards 
that ensure forestry is practiced in 
an environmentally responsible, 
socially beneficial and economically  
viable way. 

Editor/Publisher Carie Broecker
Photographer/Writer Scott Broecker
Graphic Design Olivia Cajefe Trinidad 
Ad Design Brandl Tucker
Website Design Monica Rua   
 
Contributors Pam Bonsper
 Barbara De Groodt
 Kelly Luker
 Annette Richmond, D.V.M.
 Missy Seu
Copy Editor Cindie Farley

  
Letters to the Editor, Advertisement Questions: 
carie@coastalcaninemag.com    831-601-4253 

SUBSCRIPTIONS are $20 per year within the 
United States. To subscribe, please send check 
payable to Coastal Canine, P.O. Box 51846 Pacific 
Grove, CA 93950 or subscribe online at www.
coastalcaninemag.com/homedelivery.html.

Join our online mailing list at  
www.coastalcaninemag.com.

Coastal Canine Issue #16, Fall 2012. Published 
quarterly (four issues per year). Copyright © 2012 
Coastal Canine. All rights reserved.

Coastal Canine is dedicated to the memory of 
Sunshine Broecker.

Disclaimer: Coastal Canine is intended for 
entertainment purposes only. Please seek 
professional assistance from your veterinarian 
or qualified dog trainer before implementing any 
information acquired within these pages. Any 
resources mentioned are provided as a convenience 
to our readers, not as an endorsement. 

“Dogs laugh, but they laugh with their tails”

~Max Eastman
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Don’t just read the magazine. 
Bring it to life.  EXPERIENCE IT!

In this and future issues of Coastal Canine we will be 
featuring Digimarc digital watermarks to bring you 
interactive content via your iPhone or other compatible 
mobile devices.

DOWNLOAD the free “Digimarc Discover” app.

LOOK for the phone icon throughout 
the magazine.

HOLD your phone about 3-5” away from 
the image and parallel to the page, 
move the phone slowly toward the 
page, allowing your camera to focus. 
The app works best in well-lit areas.

TAP the symbol that appears on your phone’s screen, 
and experience print come to life.
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cc | business spotlight

Agility
D-Dog Agility 40

Books
They Call Me Lola 37

Dog Food
Happy Dog 21
Natural Balance Back Cover

Events
Cavaliers of the West 2
AFRP 15th Annual Holiday Party 47

Health & Wellness (For People)
Artiste Dental 46
Sibylle Bautz, Cert Rolfer, PT, CMT 43

Health & Wellness  
(For Animals)

Adobe Animal Hospital 17
Animal Hospital at Mid Valley 23
Animal Hospital of Salinas 46
Monterey Peninsula Veterinary 

Emergency & Specialty Clinic 47
Motiv K9 37
Natural Veterinary Therapy 22

Pacific Veterinary Specialists 12
Parkview Veterinary Hospital 44
Pet Specialists, Inc. 32
Santa Cruz Vet Hospital 11
Dr. Les Waddel Chiropractic 43
Well Scents 46

Inns
Carmel Country Inn 38
Coachman’s Inn 38
Half Moon Bay Inn 38
Hofsas House 38
Svendsgaard’s Inn 38

Iphone Apps
ISqueek  14

Doggie Day Care
Dawg Gone It 33
Paws at Play 37

Grooming
Grooming By The Sea 46

Nonprofits
AFRP Treasure Shop 45

Pet Fencing
Invisible Fence 40

Photography/Portraits
Stephanie Rozzo 46

Pet Sitting & Boarding
Carmel Dog Sitting Service 39
Carmel Valley Doggy Bed and 

Breakfast 41
Comforts of Home 43
Dawg Gone It 33
Diane Grindol 43
Dogwood Ranch Pet Resort 41
Happy Pets 42
Katy’s Walk, Stay, Play 41
Little Pup Lodge 44
Paws n’ Claws Pet Sitting 41
Your Pet Sitter 44

Products
Big Wags 45
Cedar Oil Central 37
Devine Lasting Impressions 37
Furry Travelers 37
Infusion Candle and Bath 13 

Realtors
Coldwell Banker - Connie 

Wolzinger 40

Rescue/Shelters
AFRP 41
CAPE 39
Pet Friends & Rescue 41
SPCA for Monterey County  

34, 36, 44

Restaurants
Seabright Brewery 3
Trailside Café 46

Stores
Stone’s Pet Shop 40
The Raw Connection 15
Wishbone Pet Co. 42

Training
A Dog’s Place 40
Canine Spirit 44
Del Monte Kennel Club 42
Divine K9 44
From The Heart Animal Behavior 

Counseling and Training 37
Living With Dogs 43
Monterey Bay Dog Training Club 40
Pam Jackson Dog Training 45
Pawzitively K9 Dog Training 41
Zoom Room 35

Web Design
Happy Tails Web Design 39

Wildlife Rescue
WildRescue 45

To advertise, contact us at ads@
coastalcaninemag.com or call 
(831) 601-4253.

In 2013, Seabright Brewery will celebrate its 25th anniversary. Charlie Meehan, 

an avid home brewer and dog fanatic, and his childhood best friend, Keith 

Cranmer, are the original owners of Seabright Brewery. They serve handcrafted 

ales and an assortment of appetizers, soups, salads, sandwiches, and burgers. 

Seabright has a loyal local following that has kept the business thriving all 

these years, and it includes dog lovers who enjoy the large, dog-friendly patio. 

Charlie and Keith are proud of the local young people who come to work for 

them. “The work ethic of Santa Cruz’s youths is stupendous. The kids are fun, 

clever, and delightful, and the customers recognize that. It is phenomenal!”, 

says Meehan. “Our staff are all dog lovers too and really enjoying having the 

dogs on the patio keeping things fun in a way only dogs can.”

Seabright Brewery is like Santa Cruz’s own Cheers. Locals are treated like family, 

and when they walk in most customers know each other, their dogs, and the 

staff by name. 

Seabright Brewery 
519 Seabright Avenue, Santa Cruz 
www.SeabrightBrewery.com 
(831) 426-2739

Charlie Meehan with 
Paloma and Patrick



SMART DOGS

Lola, submitted by Maria Larsen,  
San Diego.

Abbie, submitted by Joann 
Johnson and Roger Wolf, Pacific 
Grove.

Autumn, submitted by  
Devin Parr, Watsonville.

Batman, submitted by Kristin Rice 

Biba, San Jose.

Beau submitted by Crystal 

Miller, Monterey.

Lucy, submitted by Cindy 
Gjers, Scotts Valley.

Nicholas, submitted by 
Steven Polkabla, Pacific 
Grove.

We’ll See and Terry Mon, submitted 
by Terry Glasco, Seaside.

Sophia, submitted by  
Jacqueline and Ryan 
Llorin, Marina.

Roscoe, submitted by 
Katherine Moody,  
Pacific Grove.

Thank you for sending in your smart dog photos. 
There are some real doggie intellects out there!
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cc | contest

enter your dog to win a photo shoot to 
be on the cover of coastal canine while 
supporting your favorite rescue 
group or shelter at the same time! 

entry Fee: $25 donation to your favorite dog organization.

to enter: email a photo of your dog (800x800 pixels or 
more) to editor@coastalcaninemag.com with your name, 
address, phone number, and your dog’s name. include 
up to 100 words describing why your dog deserves to 
be the next Coastal Canine Cover Dog.  (the photo you 
send in will not be the photo on the cover of Coastal 
Canine. your dog will get his or her own private photo 
shoot for the cover.*)

next, tear off and mail the entry form below with a 
donation check made out to your favorite rescue group 
or shelter. the check should be for a minimum of $25. 
We will send the check to the rescue or shelter for 
you, and you will receive a donation receipt from them 
directly.

Deadline: December 10, 2012

*Contestants must be available to come to Monterey 
County or Santa Cruz County for their photo shoot.

COvER DOG CONTEST

name  _________________________________________________________________________________________________________

address  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________

City  ______________________________________                  Zip _____________

email _____________________________________________________              phone       __________________________

What animal welfare organization would you like us to send your donation to? 

	animal Friends rescue project 	animal Shelter relief

	Friends of County animal Services 	Golden Gate Lab rescue

	nor Cal Golden retriever rescue 	peace of Mind Dog rescue

	Salinas animal Services 	Santa Cruz animal Services

	Santa Cruz SpCa 	SpCa for Monterey County

	other (please provide organizations name and mailing address) 

___________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Mail form and donation check to: Coastal Canine, po box 51846, pacific Grove, Ca 93950

EN
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cc | training corner

As with so many issues in our society, 
opinions about them get polarized. 

Often the truth lies somewhere in 
the middle. This is the case with 

the Pit Bull. Many times, those who 
love the breed don't see anything 

wrong with it; and those who are afraid of the 
breed will say every Pit Bull is dangerous because 
they’ve seen or read something negative about it.

Guardians of Pit Bulls or any bully-breed type of dog 
have the opportunity for, and even the responsibility of, 
raising a well-trained, well-socialized dog to act as an 
ambassador for the breed. This is one way we can begin 
to reverse the discrimination that is currently plaguing 
these breeds.

What is a Pit BuLL?
The reality is that the term “Pit Bull” has become a very 
generic term. Any dog who is muscular and has large 
cheek muscles is quite often termed a Pit Bull by the 
media, law enforcement, and the general public.

imPortance oF traininG
In my training center, I am always stressing the 
importance of early training and socialization, as well as 
continued training for several years. This applies to all 
dogs, not just Pits. Pit Bulls are not separated into classes 

AMBASSADOR
Training  
Your

By Barbara De Groodt
of their own at my center. They are integrated into my 
day care and training classes just like any other dog. 

evoLution oF traits
In the shaping of dog breeds, certain traits were 
desirable to meet different types of needs. A dog who 
would fetch and carry probably became a bird dog of 
some sort. Hounds were bred for their sense of smell 
and tracking abilities, and so on. The Pit Bull breed 
was originally used for the bloody sport of bullbaiting, 
in which a tethered bull would be immobilized by 
a group of “bull dogs.” Therefore a dog who had 
gaminess (not aggression) was selected for breeding. 
The term “gamey” in this context, means that the dog 
has a very strong work ethic, and it does not equate to 
aggression. 

The Pit Bulls’ strong work ethic makes them perfect 
dogs for obedience, search and rescue, and tracking. 
It also makes them excellent therapy dogs and 
service dogs. Several police forces use Pit Bulls very 
successfully for their canine patrol.

DoG aGGression
Even though the American Pit Bull Terrier (APBT) 
has historically been bred for bullbaiting, and later 
for dogfighting, a well-bred APBT has a rock-steady 
temperament and, contrary to popular belief, is NOT 
inherently aggressive toward humans. However, 
as adults, some APBTs may show a tendency for 
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K9-TO-5

aggression towards other dogs; but just as many bird dogs don't know what 
to do with a bird, many Pit Bulls are not aggressive toward other dogs. 

KnoW your DoG
A well-informed and responsible dog guardian will know the shortcomings 
of his individual dog, and will not put her in situations where she will fail. 
It is the guardian’s responsibility to work toward minimizing undesirable 
behaviors and training his dog to be a good citizen. 

The bottom line is the Pit Bull, like any dog, must be trained properly—with 
respect and with humane, pain-free methods. We who love the breed know 
they can be great dogs when in the hands of a responsible, well-informed 
guardian who treats them with the love and compassion they deserve. 

Kellie Murphy, one of the 
managing partners at 
Monterey bay Systems, is an 
avid dog lover. Fourteen years 
ago when her Golden retriever, 
Chauncey, developed separation 
anxiety, she started bringing him 
to work with her. Soon, other 
employees were bringing their dogs 
to work as well.

Kellie now has three Golden 
retrievers (patrick, bentley, and 
Mollly), and they take turns going 
to work with her. how does she 
decide whose turn it is to go to work? 
Whoever gets to the door first! but 
these days, Kellie’s eleven-week-old 
border Collie, Cody, goes to work 
with her every day to get socialized 
and learn the ropes. 

other dogs you may see in the 
office on any given day are: Jessie 
trudeau, a female black Lab beach 
dog; Walker Solomon, a 10-year-old 
yellow Lab who goes to physical 

therapy on mom’s lunch hour; 
and ben parara, a four-year-old 
yellow Lab who was painfully shy 
and could barely be touched 
when he was adopted from aFrp, 
but is now very social. and then 
there is Choco perez, a rescued 
Chihuahua who loves to play with 
all the big dogs. his mom is the 
receptionist, so together they 
greet all the customers with a 
smile and a wag. 

although MbS is proud of the 
office equipment they lease and 
sell and of their stellar sales team, 
their secret is that some of the 
dogs sell more equipment than the 
staff does! or at least they put the 
customers in a great mood!  

monterey Bay systems 
27 Quail run circle
salinas
(831) 758-1048
www.mbsworks.com

Five decades of  
compassionate care 

BOARD-CERTIFIED 
SURGERY 

at Santa Cruz Veterinary Hospital

	 •	TPLO  
	 	 (Tibial	Plateau	Leveling	Osteotomy)

	 •	Hip	dysplasia
	 •	Fracture	repair
	 •	Arthroscopy
	 •	Soft	tissue	surgery
	 •	Neurosurgery	
	 •	Cancer	surgery
	 •	On-site	CT	scan
	 •	Emergency	surgery	24	hours  
	 	 a	day	
	 •	24	hour	intensive	care	 
	 	 and	pain	management

	 •	Close	working	relationship  
	 	 with	your	veterinarian

For more information 
call or visit our website

831.475.5400 

www.santacruzveterinaryhospital.com

Find us on Facebook
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cc | rescue me

Ears back, tail tucked, and scared to death. Ginger was shut down. She 
didn’t or couldn’t acknowledge her surroundings or the people trying to 
help her.  None of us will know the pain, suffering, or terror that Ginger had 
endured in her formative months and years. She was a “Vick Dog”—one of 
the dogs seized from the illegal dogfighting ring financed by NFL player, 
Michael Vick. 

The case was highly publicized in 2007 when the 
dogfighting ring was discovered, and many of the 
sordid details of abuse were reported, so I won’t 
describe here what went on. Suffice it to say, we 
know that Ginger was at the very least exposed to the 
sounds, sights, and smells of dogfighting, horrendous 
abuse, and executions. Whether she was being 
trained to fight, used as bait, or being used to produce 
puppies is her secret alone. 

As with many of the dogs rescued from this living hell, 
Ginger did not know how to be a dog, but she had 
the ability to learn and to be rehabilitated. She just 
needed the place to do it and a loving, patient person 
to help her along. 

In 2007, Stacy Dubuc was on the staff, in the 
fundraising department, at the SPCA for Monterey 
County. She also volunteered to walk shelter dogs 
on the weekends. She was drawn to the big, bouncy, 

Ginger A Lover NOT a Fighter
By Carie Broecker

EMERGENCY SERVICES
(831) 476–0667
Evenings, Weekends & Holidayswww.pvses.com

1980 41st Avenue
Capitola, CA 95010 (831) 476–2584

Monday-Friday      8am-5pm

SPECIALTY SERVICES

email: pacifictravelnurse@pacbell.net

Pacific 
Veterinary 
Specialists 
& Emergency 
Service

Travel Nurse &
Pet Transport
Travel Nurse &
Pet Transport
Travel Nurse &
Pet Transport
Travel Nurse &
Pet Transport

Is happy to offer you our new

Our skilled veterinary nurse will provide 
medical care for your pet in your home.

Now in Monterey, 
the same quality 

services you  
have come to rely 

on in Capitola.

www.pvses.com

MONTEREY  

2 Harris Court Suite A-1 
Located in Ryan Ranch 
(831) 717-4834
Tuesday-Thursday 8am-5pm

FOR APPT IN MONTEREY CALL  
(831) 476-2584

New!
Veterinary Internal Medicine,   
Oncology and Cardiology in Monterey
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dogs who had no training. The first 
dog she fell in love with was a Pit 
Bull who was very affectionate 
and just wanted to be loved. 

Stacy told the behavior trainer at 
the SPCA that she would like to 
foster a Pit Bull. Little did she know 
that just a few days earlier three of 
the Vick Pit Bulls had arrived at the 
SPCA for rehabilitation. For legal 
reasons, their whereabouts were 
kept confidential.

The trainer had just the dog for 
Stacy—Ginger, the terrified, shut 
down pittie girl. 

When Stacy met Ginger her first 
thought was, What kind of Pit 
Bull is this? She is so small and 
scrawny.  Ginger was just under 
two years old, and so far her life 
had been nothing but trauma and 
endless fear.

Stacy was coached to set up 
a crate so Ginger would have a 
place to retreat to and feel safe. 
In the beginning, Ginger spent 
almost all her time in her crate 
with the door open. She was 
always watching Stacy intently 
with a look of both fear and 
curiosity. 

Ginger and Stacy spent day after 
day, night after night, being in each 
other’s company. Progress was 
measured in small steps—accepting 
being hand-fed, sitting next to Stacy 
on the couch for short periods of 
time, and spending a little longer 
outside her crate. Finally, after two 
months, she wagged her tail for the 
first time! 

After five months, Ginger and Stacy 
went to a six-week basic training 
class at the SPCA. For most of the 
sessions they just sat in the corner 
and watched. In the beginning, just 
being asked to sit was overwhelming 
for Ginger, but little by little she 
improved. 

Fortunately, Stacy was able to take 
Ginger to work with her for continued 
socialization, which helped her to 
connect with people other than 
Stacy. 

A big breakthrough for Ginger 
was when Stacy moved in with a 
roommate who also had a dog. 
Having another dog around to model 
normal behaviors for Ginger helped 
her in ways no human could.

Ginger and Stacy have now been 
a family for five years, and Ginger 
is a well-socialized, well-trained, 
happy dog. She no longer needs a 
crate to hide in and now sleeps nose 
to nose with Stacy, each basking 
in the other’s love. Ginger enjoys 
meeting new people and new dogs, 
and taking long walks on the local 
recreation trail. Big crowds rarely 
bother her, although the sound of 
a lot of dogs barking still makes her 
nervous. 

Ginger has her own Facebook page 
with 4,000+ adoring friends and 
fans who delight in each joyous day 
she lives. Even when her post is as 
simple as a photo of her napping, her 
fans are quick to click the “like” icon. 
Follow Ginger’s happy life at www.
facebook.com/SweetGingerGirl. 
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cc | dog of the day

J
oey was found on December 16, 2007 tossed 
onto the side of the road like a sack of garbage. 
But this was not garbage, this was a tiny, 
innocent, malnourished, three-pound puppy. 
Animal Control Officer, Cathy Stanley, was 

called to pick up the puppy and take him to Monterey 
County Animal Services. He was all teeth and growls, 
with multiple bite wounds on his face and a potbelly 
filled with parasites.

He was so tiny, Cathy thought he was a 
Chihuahua puppy. At the shelter he would be held for 
five days to see if anyone came looking for him, and 
then he would be put down. He was too young and ill 
to go up for adoption. Cathy couldn’t bear the thought 
of this little one not getting a chance to survive. She 
offered to take him home and foster him until he was 
old enough and healthy enough to go up for adoption. 

Joey Stanley
A True Ambassador

It took ten days for Joey to settle down and stop 
with all the spitting and biting behavior. He was acting 
like a feral cat, but Cathy had the patience and the know-
how to work with him. She made sure he had lots and 
lots of human touch and that he was exposed to a lot of 
dogs. She also had a female Queensland/Pit Bull mix who 
took on many of the duties of raising Joey. Joey looked up 
to her immediately and followed her lead. 

When he was eight weeks old, Cathy took Joey 
back to the shelter to go up for adoption, but the shelter 
manager took one look at him and said he was a Pit Bull 
and would be euthanized if she left him there. So he went 
back home with Cathy. 

Being an animal control officer riding around in 
her truck all day gave Cathy the opportunity to expose 
Joey to as many dogs, people, and children as possible. 
She always encouraged everyone to 

By Carie Broecker

Cathy and Joey Stanley
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pet him so he would get used to lots of 
human touch.

This angry, snapping puppy was 
developing into a peaceful Buddha 
dog. It soon became apparent that Joey 
was a lover of all living creatures. He 
was gentle with Cathy’s cats, bunnies, 
chickens, and goats. 

She took him to work with her, 
and at the shelter they started using 
him as an “intro dog” to test the 
behaviors of shelter dogs going up 
for adoption. Joey just stood with his 
calm, neutral energy while the test 
dogs revealed their personalities. 

Last year, Joey became a 
certified therapy dog with Therapy 
Dogs International. He aced the 
exam, of course. 

Joey is now an important part 
of an education program with the 
nonprofit organization, UnChained, 
founded by Melissa Wolf of Santa 
Cruz. One goal of UnChained is 
“releasing compassion in humans 
through animals,” which is what Joey 
does naturally. 

Joey LOVES his job. When he 
sees his work vest come out he runs 
to the door, eager to get going. He 
visits with and helps educate first 
graders through high school students, 
with a strong focus on elementary 
school children who are at a critical 
age for tapping into compassion.  

Joey works with the 
“character in the classroom” 
project, which is an anti-bullying 
program. The program also 
teaches children what pets needs 
to feel safe, happy, and healthy— 
nutritious food, toys, exercise, play 
and time with family. The pre- and 
post-tests given to the kids show 
that before being in the class, 
many of the children had been 
unfamiliar with a dog’s needs.

Whenever Joey is in the 
classroom there are lots of giggles 
because he bathes the children 
with kisses. He is such a strong-
looking dog that some of the 
students are initially afraid of him, 
but he has a gentle way of licking a 
scared child’s hand first and then 
working his way up the arm. It 
doesn’t take long for the fear to 
melt away and the giggles to begin, 
and then another heart is opened.

UnChained is dedicated 
to working collaboratively with 
community organizations to 
prevent and reduce interpersonal 
violence, child abuse, and animal 
cruelty by restoring the values of 
empathy, compassion, and respect, 
through humane education  
and animal-assisted therapy 
programs. Visit their website at   
www.livingunchained.org.  
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But you have to know where to look.

One such is discovery is the Garzas Canyon Trail—a trail 
less traveled, yet within the well-known Garland Ranch 
Regional Park. If you have a dog that loves to walk you, 
you’ve probably been to Garland Ranch Park. But have 
you been to the eastern-most trails there? 

Many of the trails that await you are for pedestrians 
and horses, so be sure your dog is well behaved around 
horses. Dogs are allowed off leash if under voice and sight 
control. Take water and allow enough time to enjoy the 
splendors of a well-maintained public park.

As you leave the trailhead, high oaks lean into each other 
forming a natural arch, and light dances through the 
twisted branches as the trail leads upward. When my 
husband and I went hiking there with our two dogs, we left 
in the late afternoon as the sun was poking through the 
trees. Follow along as we take a trail less traveled.

The trail is wide and clear, and giant ferns and moss 
dribble down the sides of the hill on our left. We approach 
a memorial bench, just when we need a rest, so stop and 
look across the valley to the home-studded hills. The 
dogs are eager to continue.

The trail gets steeper with wild grasses and poison oak 
on either side, as well as a few madrones, oaks dripping 

A Trail 
Less 
Traveled 
Garzas Canyon
by Pam Bonsper

L iving on California’s 
Central Coast is all about 
exploration. I once told my husband, 
“We could live here a thousand 
years and still not see everything.”

With a dog, a whole new dimension is added to the 
game of discovery. Beaches, parks, and hiking trails 
that are off the beaten path, sometimes as hidden as 
the most talked-about courtyards of Carmel, are here 
to be found and enjoyed. 
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with Spanish moss, and some 
contrasting shiny-leafed trees. 
The trees cool us off and the climb 
slows us down. We come to a 
marker that indicates Veeder Trail 
is to the left. We stay to the right. 
The trail continues to steepen, 
getting narrower and rockier. 

then suddenly, it heads 
downward, following the 
ridgeline. 

Soon we have a choice: continue 
on Garzas Canyon Trail and 
drop down to Garzas Creek, or 
go straight ahead to Terrace 
Trail. We head to the creek. The 
switchbacks are slippery and quite 
steep, oak worms dangle from 
the trees and hitch a ride on our 
clothes, and the trees get greener 
as we get closer to the creek.. I 
think the dogs smell the water. I 
could hike in this place forever.

“What goes down, must come 
up,” my husband says. I laugh as 
we pass the benches along the 
way, going down, down into the 
canyon. Wild sage and bright 
green ferns burst from rocks. 
The forest becomes enchanted, 
compelling . . . the leaves play 
music, and fallen logs and rotting 
trunks invite the dogs to sniff. 

The creek appears on our right, 
and we come to a bridge. The 
dogs cool off in the swimming hole 
there. Across the bridge, the trail 
starts up, roller coaster style, and 
the creek is now on our left. Leaves 
cover the trail—gold, brown, 
orange, crimson. We have been 
hiking for 45 minutes. We come 
to a marker that indicates Garzas 
Canyon is to the right; East Ridge 
and Redwood trails are to the left. 
We turn left. We come to another 
bridge where the boulders are 
bigger, and a small stand of 

redwoods appears. A gray squirrel 
announces the marker—we turn left 
onto East Ridge and begin the climb. 
I remember my husband’s words as 
I shorten my stride and settle into 
the long trek up.

It is worth the climb. At the top is 
an incredible view. With the sun 
setting in front of us, we sit on a 
bench called “Listen.” The three-
dimensional Santa Lucia Mountains 
open before us, redwoods and 
other conifers hugging their sides. 
Blue jays scold and hawks soar. 

our dogs tell us it’s dinnertime.

We decide to take the shortcut, 
Terrace Trail, back. It’s narrow and 
steep, and we wind slowly and 
carefully down. The canyon and 
creek are far below, the mountains 
in the background. I pay attention 
to each step and don’t look down. 

When we reach Garzas Canyon 
Trail, the dogs trot ahead, eager to 
reach the car. It’s been a great hike, 
taking us one hour and forty-five 
minutes.

 next time we will take the longer 
route—east ridge to veeder. 

To get to the trails on the eastern 
side of Garland Ranch Park: Travel 
east on Carmel Valley Road past 
the main entrance to the park, 
then turn right onto Boronda 
Road (10.2 miles east of Hwy 1). 
Huge eucalyptus trees line this 
picturesque, windy road, and a 
dependable, one-lane bridge 
delivers you to Garzas Road. Turn 
left onto Garzas. In less than a 
tenth of a mile (approximately 100 
yards before a very large oak tree 
splits the road), a sign on the right 
announces the entrance to Garzas 
Canyon Trail. You can park right 
there. 

Voted Best Veterinarian 
in Santa Cruz 2012



eplacing the German Shepherd, 
Rottweiler and Doberman 
Pinscher, the Pit Bull has had its 
fair share of abuse, exploitation 
and misunderstanding.

In the 1980s, when the media began to refer to the 
breed as a dangerous fighting dog, the reputation 
of the Pit Bull as a sweetheart breed changed. 
Negative publicity attracted unsavory types to the 
breed, and the dogs became guilty by association.

Through their nonprofit, Bay Area Doglovers 
Responsible About Pitbulls (BADRAP), husband 
and wife team Tim Racer and Donna Reynolds work 
to dispel the negative image of Pit Bulls, provide 
resources for dog guardians, and create ways to 
educate and activate more humane animal welfare 

By Missy Seu

The Good Work of 

BADRAP

policies. Their goal? To help secure the future of the Pit 
Bull as a family companion. 

Reynolds and Racer became dedicated to the plight of Pit 
Bulls during the late 1990s when they started visiting 
Oakland Animal Services. Reynolds describes, “It was a 
horrible place to visit back then, but the dogs were so full 
of soul and hope despite the utter helplessness of their 
situation.” 

“In another era, we might’ve been drawn to help the 
Bloodhounds or the Rottweilers or the Dobermans—

R
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all breeds that ran through their own cycle of abuse, 
exploitation, and public disdain,” she adds.

When it first began in 1999, BADRAP’s grassroots 
program focused its efforts on rescue and adoption 
services. Through the years, successes in their original 
program drew the attention of humane organizations 
across the country, which now seek them out for 
guidance. 

BADRAP’s program has expanded to include rescue, 
training, dog guardian support, disaster relief, and 
animal welfare program models. The organization 
provides rescue resources, as well as programs to 
educate Pit Bull guardians and the public. 

One of BADRAP’s community outreach programs 
is a quarterly fair to provide assistance to 
under-resourced communities. The fairs offer 
free training, behavior counseling, spay/neuter 
vouchers, on-site surgery, leashes and collars, 
microchips, and general support to Pit Bull 
guardians. BADRAP’s primary focus is on Pit Bulls 
and their mixes, but they “do not turn down a 
vaccination for a Chihuahua or training advice  
for a German Shepherd guardian,” said Reynolds. 
“If we don’t want others to discriminate by breed, 
then it would be wrong for us to do the same 
thing.”
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Reynolds and Racer have been 
approached to work with cruelty 
cases, some of which have gained 
national attention. They were front-
line participants in the rescue and 
rehabilitation of the dogs involved 
in the Mike Vick case. As horrible as 
the situation was, Reynolds sees the 
outcome as having “served as a tipping 
point by showing the people who were 
paying attention that the dogs are 
ultimately unique individuals who defy 

stereotypes. Ultimately, every creature 
on the earth wants to be understood and 
treated with compassion. Pit bulls are 
no exception.”

In order to be prepared to take in cruelty 
cases at a moment’s notice, BadRap 
built the rescue barn. The barn serves 
as a "halfway house" for dogs who need 
to rest and recover after surviving crisis 
situations before moving on to foster 
homes or adoptive homes. 

The facility sits on a half acre in the 
Oakland hills. The main structure is a 
“barn,” unlike any other. It is configured 
with indoor kennels. Each one has a 
comfortable homelike setting complete 

with overstuffed chairs, as well as an 
outdoor hatch. All indoor kennels also 
have windows letting in natural light so 
the dogs can look out each morning to 
see the sunrise. In addition, the windows 
provide a warm patch of sunlight to nap 
in at least once a day. There are also five 
outdoor dog runs. The large exercise 
area on the property includes agility 
equipment to add an extra dimension to 
playtime. 

Jonny Justice, one of the Vick dogs 
that Reynolds and Racer helped to 
rehabilitate, will be immortalized as 
a children’s toy in the form of a Gund 
plush pooch. “A Pit Bull toy, sitting 
on the pillows of millions of children 
around the country. You can’t beat 
that!” says Reynolds.

When asked if there has been a specific 
dog that has had a lasting impact on 
Reynolds, she is quick to answer, “Olive!”

Olive was impounded as a stray in a 
Southern California shelter in August 
2010. She was noted to have puncture 
wounds on her hind leg and was 
obviously traumatized.

BADRAP provides rescue resources,  
as well as programs to educate Pit 

Bull guardians and the public. 

photo by Donna reynoLDS
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100% Natural
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Olive was skittish and observed to 
be staring pointedly at another dog 
during her evaluation—earning 
her the label “dog aggressive.” A 
combination of that label and the 
shelter’s no-kill policy guaranteed 
Olive a long wait in the kennel. 

No accommodation was made for her 
rehabilitation by way of training, play 
sessions, group walks, off-site visits, 
or time in close proximity to quiet 
dogs. Olive shut down, making her 
chances of being adopted even worse.

After two years she ended up 
with BADRAP, ready to begin 
her recovery. Initially, she was 
guarded and stared other dogs 
down. She “fluctuated between 
being ridiculously happy, and stiff 

and wide-eyed worried . . .” This is 
behavior similar to PTSD.

Fortunately, as Reynolds points out, 
dogs are more adept than humans at 
letting things go. Soon, she began to 
greet the other dogs with a healthy 
interest. Her first full contact was 
with a dog named Elliot. Once Olive 
acquired a normal play style, she and 
Elliot soon became buddies.

Olive continued her rehabilitation 
and has since graduated to a foster 
home until her forever home can be 
found.

For more information or to support or 
donate to BADRAP, Visit www. badrap.
org or join them on Facebook at www.
facebook.com/BADRAP.org. 

“oLive” photo by Donna reynoLDS
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A calm dog is 
a happy dog. 
Understanding what might truly 
be excitability or hyperactivity 
versus an energetic animal 
can be difficult to differentiate. 
Hyperactivity may be seen in 
puppies that have difficulty 
concentrating and focusing on a 
guardian or trainer. This disorder 
can also include dogs that seem 
unusually restless when there 
is no unusual stimulus or who 
have abnormal behaviors like fly 
biting or tail chasing on a regular 
basis. These behaviors can show 
up during specific events, such as 
being with strangers, on a leash, 
or in a training environment. 
These extreme behaviors may 
require a trip to your veterinarian 
to rule out a physical problem 
that needs to be addressed with 
medical intervention. For some 
dogs, a few simple changes and 
interventions can help them feel 
more calm and serene.

Achieving Dog Zen

By Dr. Annette Richmond, D
VM
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312 Mid Valley Center
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and surgical service for dogs and cats
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Karl Anderson, DVM
U.C. Davis School of  Veterinary Medicine

Lori Anderson
Hospital Manager & Veterinary Technician

FREE 
HEARTWORM TEST 
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Available for house calls for euthanasia  
and other situations as appropriate

ASK ABOUT LOW COST 
SPAYS AND NEUTERS

exercise

Very often hyperactivity in a dog 
is due to inadequate exercise. 
Therefore, changing the dog’s 
lifestyle to incorporate more 
exercise is an easy first step in 
creating a calm dog.

Diet

The next most common source of 
hyperactivity is a poor quality diet 
containing grains, artificial color 
and flavors, or preservatives. 
These ingredients can be true 
allergens to many dogs, and 
the body may exhibit this as 
hyperactivity. The healthiest 
diet for a dog is a grain-free raw 
diet or a high-quality, all natural 
commercial dog food. 

herBs anD suPPLements

There are many natural remedies 
that can help calm a dog. The 
natural treatments are familiar 
supplements and herbs also 
used for humans to help soothe 
over-excited nerves, reduce 
anxiety, and induce sleep. 
Tryptophan, Valerian, Skullcap, 
and Chamomile are a few that 
are used to achieve this tranquil 
effect. Flower essence remedies 
and homeopathic treatments 
in certain combinations can 
also have an excellent calming 
effect. Lavender oil that is applied 
carefully in small amounts to the 
skin or used as a spray in a room 
or on bedding can help to relax a 

hyperactive dog. Speak with your 
veterinary holistic practitioner for 
dosage information.

mentaL stimuLation

A bored dog can become a 
destructive or hyperactive dog. 
Providing mental stimulation 
such as bones, dog puzzles, Kongs 
filled with treats, slow-feed bowls, 
and even music can help calm an 
excited dog’s’ nerves when she’s 
left alone.

BoDy WorK

Along with oral supplements, 
physical touch can help soothe 
over-excited nerves and help reduce 
anxiety. Massage, which can be 
paired with Reiki energy work, is 
an excellent modality to help this 
disorder as it soothes the nervous 
system. Another touch therapy is 
the ‘Thunder Shirt’ and similar 
products, which have become 
popular. These specialized shirts or 
wraps that dogs wear can help to 
reduce hyperactivity and anxiety in 
a dog by applying gentle constant 
pressure all around the torso.

All of these remedies are useful 
tools for helping your dog achieve 
his Zen state. The calming 
effects help dogs to focus (or 
refocus) their energy in a more 
constructive direction, allowing 
training or everyday activities 
to be more effective for them 
and more enjoyable for their 
caretakers.  

For some dogs, a few simple changes 
and interventions can help them feel 

more calm and serene.



the fine art
of tim racer

By Scott Broecker
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Charles I.D. Looff, known 
as America’s greatest 
carousel figure carver, 
used a picture of George 
Washington astride his 
favorite horse as a model. 

Master wood carver, Tim Racer, has his 
Pit Bull, Honky, by his side, along with 
three other best friends as inspiration 
for carving likenesses of his favorite 
subjects—dogs! Tim’s studio is in 
Oakland, California, where he hand carves 
full-scale sculptures from basswood in 
the traditional carousel-style; his careful 
attention to detail makes each unique 
replica truly lifelike.
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Already a talented artist and professional 
illustrator, Tim transitioned into the world of three-
dimensional art shortly after moving to the West 
Coast from Chicago. He learned much about the 
lost art of carousel figure carving while working 
at Hawk’s Eye Studio in Martinez, California, 
alongside reknowned carousel painter Pam 
Hessey. Tim spent nearly a decade restoring many 
of these badly deteriorated antique treasures. It 
was during this time that Tim and his wife, Donna 
Reynolds, together took on another restoration 
project when they founded the San Francisco bay 
area Pit Bull rescue organization, BADRAP.

 Longing to fully utilize his artistic talents, Tim made 
the decision to start carving his own creations. At 
first, the financially scary proposition brought a tear 
to Donna’s eye. But soon after Tim began carving 
his first canine figure—an exact twin of their red 
and white Pit Bull, Sally—he would garner his first 
commissioned piece. 

As a regular guest speaker at the Annual Carousel 
West at Asilomar Conference Center in Pacific 
Grove, Tim decided to use Sally’s carving as his 
lecture topic. With the carving still in pieces and 
in different phases of construction, it was ideal to 
use for this purpose. Shortly into his talk, a woman 
sitting in the audience near the front 

motioned to Tim that she would like to be the 
first to speak with him after his presentation. Her 
name was Linda Allen, and she and her husband 
Tom were  carousel figure collectors from Seattle. 
They asked Tim to carve a likeness of the family’s 
dog Nikki, a Border Collie/Malamute mix, as a 
Christmas gift for their grown daughter. 

 Although the carving of Nikki was at 125 percent 
scale, large enough to be full carousel-size, 
most of Tim’s canine carvings are not destined 
to grace carousels. Instead, they are proudly 
displayed in loving homes around the country as 
immortal tributes to the beloved family members 
so beautifully represented in Tim’s art. All of his 
sculptures are carved life-size and mounted on 
brass poles, rockers, or detailed platforms. Like 
traditional carousel carvers of the past,Tim uses 
only dowels to hold the pieces of his carvings 
together. No nails are used in his creations, and this 
ensures their longevity.

Before beginning a piece, Tim insists on meeting 
the dog to be sure that he captures the unique 
character of his model. This often means traveling 
the country to first photograph, sketch, and take 

“Carousel animals 
other than horses are 

considered to be menagerie 
figures, dogs being one of 

them are quite rare. Out of 
50,000 animals, less than 
50 were carved as dogs.”

photo by MarK CoMpton
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detailed measurements—all information that will be 
invaluable during the carving process.

 Finely carved ornamental details known as 
trappings are incorporated into each sculpture. 
These include detailed saddles, saddle blankets, 
rider’s handles, and realistic collars, most of which 
are inset with colorful faceted glass jewels and 
metal studs.

As a former illustrator, Tim also adds more 
personal details, and it is through the symbolism 
of these details that he is able to tell part of each 
dog’s individual story. Tim’s carving of Buster, a Pit 
Bull/Mastiff mix credited with saving his mom from 
a would-be carjacker, is brilliantly portrayed with 
armored trappings representing his bravery and 
heroics.

Graham, a Golden Retriever from Chicago, is 
carved with 11 bunnies along his saddle blanket—

babes he gently brought home one by one for 
show and tell, before his mom safely returned 
them to the mother. Other details on Graham’s 
carving include a dragon under his saddle cantle, 
a favorite toy confiscated from his mom’s 

photo by anne trUitt
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“This can't just look 
like a dog; it has to 
look like their dog, that 
adds a crucial amount 
to the time it requires 
to complete these, to 
get these dogs looking, 
you know, not just alive 
and animated with a 
beautiful color scheme, 
but like their dog.”

Scan photo to watch Tim at work 
in his carving studio.
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collection. He also carries his ever-
present tennis ball. 

 All of Tim’s sculptures are finely 
sanded, primed, and colorfully hand-
painted to perfection using artist tube oils; 
then brought to life with realistic glass eyes.

 Tim usually has multiple projects going at once, with the time spent 
on each meticulously logged in his work ledger. One of Tim’s current 
projects is a French Bulldog by the name of Oscar. Another on- going 
project is a sculpture of his own dog, Simon, started while he was still 
with Tim. He lovingly works on it in his spare time, and Simon is now 
10 years in the making.

 If you are considering having your dog immortalized in one of Tim’s 
timeless sculptures as a future treasure, commissioned projects can 

take up to 700 hours to complete 
and range between $15,000 and 
$50,000, depending on the size.

 A few of the dogs on Tim’s 
future project wish list include a 
Bloodhound, Borzoi, Great Dane, 
Mastiff, and a tri-colored English 
Setter. Whether you have a large or 
small dog, a mix or pure bred, Tim 
loves all dogs and would be happy 
to speak with you. For estimates or 
more information, visit him at   
www.facebook.com/timracer or 
www.TimRacer.com.  

photo by tiM raCer
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Dance-a-Bulls
Dance-a-bulls is a drill team/dance 

team for bully dogs and bully 
wannabes led by barbara De 

Groodt of From the heart Dog 
training in Salinas. the group 
performs at community 
events to promote and 
improve the image of bully 

dogs, presenting them as 
the well-trained, social, family 

dogs they can be. visit their 
Facebook page for photos and 

video or call 831-783-0818 to join the 
group. "Join" Dance-a-bulls on Facebook 

at www.facebook.com/pages/Dance-a-
Bulls/255262644529944.

cc | bits & chews
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Bionic Toys
Bionic toys are made from a 
proprietary material, which is 
made from FDA Food Grade 
materials. The toys float, are 
dishwasher safe, and are 100 
percent recyclable. The Bionic 
Stuffer toy features two different sizes of hole 
openings, allowing you to control how difficult it 
is for your dog to get kibble out. The Bionic bone 
was designed to ensure that it fits naturally in 
the curvature of the canine mouth. The ridges across the top give 
your dog the feeling that he is chewing through the toy—keeping him 
interested in it for months.  $12.99 www.bionicplay.com  

Kick Fetch by 
Chuckit!
Your dog will have a great time chasing 
after the Chuckit! Kick Fetch toy. This 
durable, puncture-resistant toy is 
about the size of a soccer ball and is 
easy to pick up. It is made from a blend 
of polyester, foam and rubber that will 
stand up to the toughest dogs antics. 
Large size is $19.99 (also comes in 
medium). www.chuckit.com

Products That Impressed Us
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photo by aMaDo GarCia

The Lost Dogs: Michael Vick’s Dogs and 
Their Tale of Rescue and Redemption
By Jim Gorant  
2010, Gotham Books, 287 pages, $26.00

Pit Bulls were originally bred as family pets 
before unscrupulous people started using 
them in illegal dogfighting. Difficult to read, 
graphic descriptions of Michael Vick’s abuse of 
the dogs is followed by the story of Vick’s arrest 
and conviction. The second half of the book 
describes the shelters and rescue groups that 
socialized the victimized dogs so they could be 
adopted into the loving homes they deserved.  
Especially effective are the sections vividly told 
from a dog’s point of view.

Wallace: The Underdog Who Conquered a 
Sport, Saved a Marriage, and Championed 
Pit Bulls—One Flying Disc at a time
By Jim Gorant 
2012, Gotham Books, 256 pages, $26.00

Today, Wallace is a champion. But in the summer 
of 2005, he was a refugee from a suspicious Pit 
Bull breeding operation and was living in a shelter. 
Then Andrew “Roo” Yori entered the picture. 
A scientist and shelter volunteer, Roo could 
tell immediately that Wallace was something 
special, and he adopted him. Roo knew Wallace 
needed a mission, and serendipity led them 
to the world of competitive Frisbee dogs. After 
overcoming everything from injuries to prejudice 
against the breed, the unlikely pair became World 
Champions. This is their story.

Jonny Justice Goes Plush
after receiving over 12,000 votes on Facebook, Jonny 

Justice, a pit bull rescued from Michael vick’s illegal 
dogfighting ring will be immortalized as a Gund plush 

toy. Jonny was vying for first place amongst 1,300 
other doggie hopefuls and won the category of most 

beautiful dog.

Books Worth Barking About

I’m a Good Dog: Pit Bulls, 
America’s Most Beautiful (and 
Misunderstood) Pet
By Ken Foster 
2012, Viking Studio, 143 pgs, $25.00

I’m a Good Dog explores the 
origins and the tangled history of 
Pit Bulls with photographs and 
inspiring stories. At the turn of the 
century, the Pit Bull was a family 
dog. More recently they have been 
given a reputation for being an 
aggressive breed only good for 
dogfighting. Ken’s book shatters this 
misrepresentation. 

Today, more than ever, Pit Bulls 
are contributing to society as pets, 
athletes, service dogs, therapy dogs, 
and educators. Ken’s love for Pit Bulls 
shines through as he gives voice to 
his friends who cannot speak for 
themselves.



Go for the Gold. 
Stay for the Fun.

• Conveniently located 24-hour emergency service.
• Supporting your veterinarian with board certified surgery 

and internal medicine.
• Leading edge medical 

technology.
• Valuing the community, 

our relationships and 
the environment.

WHEN YOUR PET NEEDS US, 
YOU'LL BE GLAD WE'RE HERE.

451 Canyon Del Rey Blvd • Del Rey Oaks (in the Stone Creek Center 
by Tarpy’s)831-899-PETS (7387) • www.thepetspecialists.com

© GoriLLa | ShUtterStoCK.CoM
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By Kelly Luker

lthough the western 
foothills of the Sierra 
Nevada mountain 
range are nicknamed 
for the precious ore 

that miners hoped to find 
more than a century ago, 
the “Gold Country” could 
just as well be named for 
one of the many vibrant 
colors displayed on nature’s 
palette this time of year. Fall 
foliage along the Mother Lode 
offers some of the best leaf 
peeping on the West Coast. 
When temperatures cool and 
gorgeous leaves beckon, what 
better time to put the pup in 
the car and head for the hills?

Adventure begins in Mariposa 
County, the southern tip of where 
gold fever broke out in the 19th 
century. The first order of business 
might be a day hike in Yosemite 
National Park. Although the 
wilderness areas are off limits to 

A



What is  
Dawg Gone It? 

Modern, safe and of course  
fun… Dawg Gone It is the place to 

bring your dog whether leaving town 
or on vacation. Drop your dog off for 
an hour, a day, or overnight and feel 

secure in knowing that your pet will be 
cared for by professional, caring and 

knowledgeable staff.

Daycare  
If your dog is a social butterfly  
and truly loves the company of  
other dogs then enroll him in  

Dawg Gone It’s Daycare.

Day Lodging  
Out for a few hours or the day....  

leave your dog with us and customize 
his activity schedule. In between his 
fun and frolic he will get some R&R  

in his private room.

Overnight Lodging  
Private rooms provide comfortable 

accommodations for dogs of all sizes. 
Personalized care and activity plans 

customized just for your dog.

Hours of Operation
Mon-Fri 7am-6pm • Sat 9am-5pm 

Sun12pm-4pm

539 Ramona Avenue 
Monterey, CA 93940

(831) 920-1487
www.dawggoneit.net

DOGGIE  
LODGING  

AND 

DAYCARE

Only Dawgs...  
NOT lonely Dawgs!
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your pooch, there are still miles of 
dog-friendly paved trails that allow 
abundant sightings of autumn leaves 
as well as views of El Capitan, Half 
Dome and Yosemite Falls. For a good 
place to bed down for the night, 
consider Groveland Hotel, a Gold 
Rush-era inn that offers whirlpools 
for the humans and treats and warm 
quilts for the doggies. There is also 
the Tenaya Lodge located at the 
south gate of Yosemite. 

Follow historic Highway 
49 north to Jamestown, home of 
the Railtown 1897 State Historic 
Park. Not only are dogs allowed 
to join their people as they check 
out what is considered the most 
photographed railroad in the world, 
now they can also ride along in the 
train. If you’ve ever seen “Petticoat 
Junction,” “High Noon,” or any of 
the other hundreds of television 
shows and movies it has been 
featured in, the Railtown 1897 will 
be instantly recognizable. Call ahead 
for departure times, as they are 
limited in November and December. 
Jamestown also boasts one of the 
oldest continuously operating inns 
in California.  Established in 1859, 
the National Hotel and its outdoor 
restaurant allow dogs. It’s also close 
to Stanislaus National Forest; as 
well as Pine Crest Lake, another 
great place to walk the dog, gawk 
at nature’s wonders, and even rent 
a pontoon boat (April–October) for 
you and your dog to enjoy.

To truly step back in time, 
drive a little farther up Hwy 49 
to Columbia State Historic Park. 
Although its name implies trees and 
more trees, the Park is actually a 
well-preserved Gold Rush-era town. 
Plan to buy some sarsaparilla and 
penny candies from shopkeepers 
garbed in authentic 1800s wear. 
They might even have a treat for 
your four-footed friend since dogs 
are allowed to stroll the village with 
their humans. Bed down that night 

at the Columbia Gem Motel in one of 
their warm and cozy log cabins. The 
pup will have an acre of landscaped 
beauty to do his or her biz (which 
you will graciously pick up, of 
course).

Anyone who has read Mark 
Twain’s short story of the famous 
jumping frog will be familiar with 
Calaveras County. Although Angels 
Camp, where Twain’s tale was based, 
gets most of the attention, consider 
veering east instead onto Highway 4. 
Aspen trees in the fall should be both 
seen and heard. The musical rustle 
of the Populus tremuloides as its 
leaves flutter and twist in the breeze 
adds its own soundtrack to your 
nature hikes. One of the best places 
to experience the quaking aspen is in 
Calaveras Big Trees State Park, about 
a half hour east of Angels Camp.  
Although the park is best known for 
its giant sequoias, the largest trees 
in the world, it is also populated with 
autumn spectaculars like blue-leaf 
maples, dogwoods and hazelnuts. 
If it’s time to take a break from all 
that nature, sip on a Zinfandel or 
Chardonnay at one of the numerous 
wineries in Murphys.

Wrap up your trip in Sutter 
Creek where it’s time to look down 
for gold instead of up. You and 
your pup can tour Kennedy Mine 
(open March–October), one of the 
deepest gold mines in the world. 
The town’s main street will also 
bring you back to the 1850s, but 
with important modern details like 
wine tasting and drive-in diners. 
Dog-friendly accommodations as 
well as restaurants with patios are 
available in Sutter Creek and the 
nearby towns of Jackson, Volcano, 
and Drytown. 

You don’t need to pan for gold 
to find the most valuable things in 
life. Just take a road trip with your 
favorite furry friend. The memories 
are priceless.  



Bistro 211
211 crossroads Blvd.
carmel
(831) 625-3030
www.bistro211.com

Bistro 211 is more than dog 
friendly—it’s doggone dog inviting! 
Snuggled in the middle of the 
Crossroads at Highway One and 
Rio Road, this stylish bistro is the 
only restaurant I know that offers 
“Frisbee dining.” 

I was immediately drawn to the 
water-filled Frisbee on the spacious 
outdoor patio, and giddy from the 
scents of assorted herbs decorating 
the tables. But what a surprise 
when I learned my meal would be 
made with the herbs and served in a 
Frisbee which I would be able to take 
home!

 Velvet, our dog-inviting waitress 
and creator of Frisbee dining 
explained, “When I was a kid, my 
family took a Frisbee to the beach 
and we’d play with our dog, then fill it 
with water and use it as a dish. That’s 
where I got the idea.”

She handed me the doggie 
menu, which I took in my teeth and 
couldn’t destroy. It was an actual 
menu, which appealed to my canine 
sense of color—lots of blues and 
greens and pictures. (You guessed it 
. . . designed by Velvet!) 

As told to Pam Bonsper
RoverReviews

I began reading the “Doghouse 
Menu” while my mom and her friend 
flip-flopped between breakfast 
(cheese blintzes, huevos rancheros, 
and omelets) and lunch (goat cheese 
crepes, carpaccio appetizers, 
quesadillas, and gnocchi).  I could tell 
by their “oohs and aahs” they were 
having a hard time deciding.

Nose deep in my menu, I was torn 
between  “Shepherd’s” Pie (mashed 
potatoes and veggies), and the 
Fido Special (grilled chicken breast 
or burger patty). Then I saw “Bow 
Wow” Bistro Steak and suddenly bow 
wowed.

I heard a few bow wows from my 
mom when her vegan hot chocolate 
arrived in a mug the size of my water 
dish. 

I was delighted when my Frisbee-
laden plate arrived—the steak was fit 
for a canine queen. I enjoyed every 
mouthful. 

“Let’s come next Wednesday to 
Doghouse Afternoon,” I heard Mom 
say in the car. (Between 2:30 and 
5:00 everything on the Dog House 
Menu and the house wine and beer is 
half price.)

“And let’s come for dinner 
Thursday, Friday, or Saturday when 
there’s live music,” her friend said.

It all sounded great to me, but 
right now I had to convince them to 
stop at the beach and throw me my 
new Frisbee!
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Learn more o
r  

donate to hel
p! 

wildlife rescue  
& 

rehabilitation 

The only full service wildlife 
rehabilitation center in  

Monterey County, rescuing 
over 2,000 animals every year. 

 
 

Services Include: 
 

♦ Emergency wildlife rescue  
24 hours a day 

 

♦ Free tips about living with  
wildlife 

 

♦ Rehabilitation of injured and 
orphaned wild animals 
 

♦ Volunteer training 
 

 

831-264-5427 
www.SPCAmc.org 

Wildlife Rescue 
and Informa�on: 
831‐264‐5427 
 

A�er‐hours 
Emergencies: 
831‐646‐5534 



If you see a large pack of well-
behaved dogs with courteous and 
responsible guardians walking 
around Monterey County, you are 
probably witnessing a SociaBull hike.

SociaBull grew out of a melding 
of two groups. One was a handful of 
friends who were staff and volunteers 
from the SPCA for Monterey County 
who got together on Sundays to 
hike with their dogs. The other 
was a Facebook group called Bully 
Advocates of the Monterey Bay Area 
(BAMBA) whose purpose was to 
provide a supportive community for 
the families and lovers of Pit Bull-
type dogs, to restore their positive 
image, and to promote the rescue 
and adoption of bully dogs. 

A group of BAMBA members 
thought it would be a good idea to 
do weekly walks in the community 
to bring the message of bully breed 
advocacy to the streets. The following 
Sunday the “walking arm” of BAMBA 
joined the SPCA walking group, and 
the Sunday SociaBull was formed. 
SociaBull now hosts regular walks 
and hikes on the streets and trails 
in the Monterey Bay Area. They 
invite all dogs and their responsible 
guardians, plus any friends and 
supporters to join them. BAMBA has 
since disbanded and SociaBull has 
picked up the advocacy and education 
arm of the mission as well. 

On any given Sunday, 10 to 30 
dogs and their people gather for a 
three-hour walk or hike. The day 
Coastal Canine joined a SociaBull 
walk there were many beautiful, 

SociaBull
www.facebook.com/SundaySociaBull

well-behaved Pit Bulls, a Rottweiler, 
a Golden Retriever, several Shepherd-
mix types of dogs, a handful of Heinz 
57-mutt-mix types, and several teeny 
tiny Chihuahua mixes who loved 
strutting with the big dogs.

Most people smile and admire 
the variety of dogs when they  see 
the group of walkers. People who 
may have been afraid of Pit Bulls 
often have their minds and hearts 
opened after having the opportunity 
to meet well-behaved, loving bully 
dogs. Changing perceptions can save 
lives. SociaBull stands firmly against 
discrimination by breed. 

The SociaBull Facebook page has 
information about their next walks, 
photos of past walks, and information 
and photos of bully dogs in shelters 
who need foster homes or to be 
adopted. 
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• Agility
• Obedience
• Puppy Classes
• Tricks
• Nosework
• Urban Herding
• Private Training
• Gym Rentals
• Birthday Parties
• Treats
• Training Gear

120 Central Avenue • Pacific Grove
(831) 717-4580 • ZoomRoom.me/MBay

Visiting the Peninsula with your dog?
Rent the gym for $10!

Save 10%

on all services

& products!

Just show this coupon!



Pit Bulls 101 – Free! Saturday November 17, 3:00 pm

Get your questions answered. Perfect for new guardians and those curious 
about Pit Bulls. 45 minute lecture. Q&A to follow. Information packet included. 
People Only. At the SPCA for Monterey County. Presented by Our Pack Pit Bull 
Rescue. Hosted by SPCA, SociaBull, AFRP.  RSVP to SPCA 831-373-2631 or  
www.spcamc.org.
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puppy & dog  
behavior training 

Positive reinforcement  
focused on strengthening the 

bond between people and pets 
at an affordable price. 

 
Classes Include: 

 

♦ Puppy Socializing & Training 
 

♦ Family Dog Training (at the 
SPCA or in Pacific Grove) 

 

♦ Agility for Fun 
 

♦ Out & About classes for  
manners in the real world 
 

♦ And lots more!  
 

Classes available on weekday 
evenings and weekends. Private 
training also available from our 
certified behavior trainers.  

831-264-5422 
www.SPCAmc.org 

Learn more o
r  

register onlin
e! 

Bring this coupon to receive  

10% off 
One Set of Group Training Classes 
Cannot be combined with other offers. 

Expires 12/31/12 

Fun
sociaBull, Monterey County—Weekly 
walks and hikes, advocacy. www.
facebook.com/sundaysociaBull.

Dance-a-Bull, From the Heart 
Dog Training, Salinas—Bully breeds  
and friends drill/dance team.  
Practice Saturdays in Salinas. 
Community performances.  
www.facebook.com/pages/Dance-
a-Bulls/255262644529944.

Rescue/Education
Badrap, San Francisco Bay Area. 
www.badrap.org

our Pack, South San Francisco Bay 
Area, www.ourpack.org.

Pit Bull rescue central—A virtual 
shelter and resource for bully breeds. 
www.pbrc.net.

Spay/Neuter
Pit snip & chip, Friends of Monterey 
County Animal Services—Provides 
free spay/neuter and microchipping 
services for Pit Bulls and mixes in the 
unincorporated areas of Monterey 
County. 831-769-8850. 

Planned Pet hood, Santa Cruz County 
animal services—Low-cost spay/
neuter services for ALL resident dogs, 
cats, and rabbits of Santa Cruz County. 
www.scanimalshelter.org/planned_
pethood

Training
Bully Breeds training class, SPCA for 
Monterey County—A special obedience 
training class just for Pit Bulls, and other 
bully breeds five months and older. 
Learn basic commands and brush up 
on manners. Legal issues, breed bans, 
and Breed-Specific Legislation are also 
discussed. Six-week sessions starting 
November 13, 2012 and January 8, 2013. 
5:00–6:00 p.m. Cost is $100 for shelter 
adopters and $110 for general public. To 
register, call 831-264-5422. 

Web Pages
stubby Dog—Sharing news and 
stories that focus on changing public 
perception of Pit Bulls.  
www.stubbydog.org.

the adventures of Pug and Bug—
Sarge Wolfe-Stringer was an elder bull 
(17 years old) who changed minds and 
opened hearts.  His legacy lives on with 
Pug and Bug. www.facebook.com/
sargewolfstringer
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www.FurryTravelers.com
1-866-55 FURRY (38779)

Fits into  
Cup 

Holders

To Go 
Bowl

FurryTravelers.com

ORGANIC & NON-TOXIC

SAFE FOR 
PETS & PEOPLE

CedarOilCentral.com
K. Shagalow, RN

J. Kay, RN, BSN, HNB-BC
650-580-4896

Indoor/Outdoor 
Flea•Tick•Pest 

Products

 S T O P  P O I S O N I N G  Y O U R  P E T S  

Quality training for you and your pet.
•  Puppy classes 10-20 weeks
• Adult class 5 months and older
• Basic and beyond – drop-in
• Problem solving
• Fun-gility
• Tracking
• Pet first aid classes
• CGC workshops and tests

Check our website for more information
www.fromtheheart.info 

or Call 783-0818
 

Animal Behavior and Counseling

A  s e r v i c e  o f  F r o m  t h e  H e a r t  D o g  T r a i n i n g

•     Indoor facility
•     Fully supervised play times
•     Matted flooring
•     Pet first aid trained staff
•     Weekly rates
•     Multiple day rates
When you can’t care for your friend 
during the day, let us.  

Visit www.fromtheheart.info
or call 783-0818

• Custom Engraving
• Granite, Marble, or River Rock
• Choices of Colors and Sizes

Devine Lasting
Impressions, Inc.

Pet Memorials for the
Home and Garden

530-626-0200
www.devinelastingimpressions.net

Easing pain, promoting
natural healing, restoring

normal function and
improving the quality
of your canine’s life.

Becky Lewis
RVT. CCRP

CALL TODAY!

27 San Juan Grade Rd.
Salinas, CA 93906

p.831.417.7859
www.MotivK9.com

Easing pain, promoting
natural healing, restoring

normal function and
improving the quality
of your canine’s life.

Becky Lewis
RVT. CCRP

CALL TODAY!

27 San Juan Grade Rd.
Salinas, CA 93906

p.831.417.7859
www.MotivK9.com

Easing pain, promoting
natural healing, restoring

normal function and
improving the quality
of your canine’s life.

Becky Lewis
RVT. CCRP

CALL TODAY!

27 San Juan Grade Rd.
Salinas, CA 93906

p.831.417.7859
www.MotivK9.com
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Enjoy your stay!Pet-Friendly Lodging

Carmel’s Most 
Pet Friendly Inn

800.215.6343
carmelcountryinn.com

COACHMAN’S INN
On San Carlos at 7th • 831 624 6421

www.coachmansinn.com
Book today by calling 800.614.7973 

or visit us at www.InnsbytheSea.com

STAY AT THE
SVENDSGAARD’S
INN Carmel’s Newest Pet-Friendly 

Accommodations! 

Enjoy your stay!Pet-Friendly Lodging

Book today by calling 800.614.7973 

or visit us at www.svendsgaardsinn.com

STAY AT THE
SVENDSGAARD’S
INN Carmel’s Newest Pet-Friendly 

Accommodations! 
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Dog Scouts of America (DSA) 
encourages dog guardians to learn 
as many dog sports and dog skills as 
possible with their dogs. The dogs 
and guardians earn merit badges in 
various areas of training or service. 
There are over 80 badges for a range 
of accomplishments, from community 
service, therapy work, cleaning-
up America, and fundraising, to 
water safety, backpacking, 
obedience, agility, and search 
and rescue.

DSA holds camps and 
weekend outings that dogs 
and people can attend in order 
to learn and develop all types 
of interactive skills. 

Any dog of any breed or mix can 
become a Dog Scout. 

There are currently 52 Dog Scout 
troops throughout the United States 
including two in Canada and Puerto 
Rico. For more information, go to 
www.dogscouts.org.

K-9 Troops

Vito is available for adoption.

• Advocates for protection
of all species

• Rescue and adoption of special
needs animals from animal shelters

• Education resources for children
and adults

CAPE IS A NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION 
BRINGING PEOPLE AND ANIMALS TOGETHER 
IN PEACEFUL COEXISTENCE SINCE 1992

 www.capeanimals.org 
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Demonstrating  
Responsible  

Dog Ownership  
Since 1967

YEAR ROUND CLASSES
Obedience • Agility • Rally •  Conformation

www.montereybaydog.org  
831-476-4854

Demonstrating  
Responsible  

Dog Ownership  
Since 1967
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SERVING THE COMMUNITY  
FOR OVER 50 YEARS

1122 Forest Ave at David • Pacific Grove
831-375-4471 •  www.StonesPetShop.com

STONE’S  
PET SHOP

FOR ALL YOUR  
PET NEEDS

A Dog,s Place
solutions for your dog’s needs

Tracy Dixon    831.840.1756
www.adogsplace.net

solutions for your dog’s needs
A Dog

,
s Place

Training & Boarding

Dee Hutton
831-706-7540
dee@baymoon.com

www.d-dogagility.com

If I can
help you buy

or sell your home

Can you help me
fi nd Ernie a home?

Connie Wolzinger
REAL ESTATE CONSULTANT

Coldwell Banker  DRE#: 01279899

831-224-0883
MONTEREYCARE@YAHOO.COM

spay and neuter your pet
por favor esterilizen a sus animales

The Final Word

BOW WOW COASTAL
Premium Dog Walking • Dog Sitting • Dog Boarding
• Bow Wow Adventures • Bow Wow Photography•

“I will truly pamper your pooch!”

Heather Norman - Owner & Dog Lover

(831) 917-2898
heather@bowwowcoastal.comwww.bowwowcoastal.com

Safe & Effective Solutions to Provide 

Freedom for Your Pet,
Peace of Mind for You

Discount varies based on package selected. 
Must present coupon at time of purchase. 
Not combinable with other discounts or 

valid on previous purchases. Participating 
dealers only. Expires 12-31-12

Up to $100 OFF!
Professionally Installed, Premium 
Outdoor Containment Packages

Invisible Fence of the Central California Coast

831-663-3456 | 800-824-DOGS 
CaliforniaCentralCoast.InvisibleFence.com

Call or log on to schedule a 
FREE in-home consultation!

©2012 Invisible Fence, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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2975 Buena Vista Road • Hollister, CA 95023
Office 831-634-1191 • Spay/Neuter 831-634-1141

BENEFITTING HOMELESS COMPANION ANIMALS
OF SAN BENITO COUNTY AND SOUTH SANTA CLARA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

Low Cost Spay/Neuter at the Hays-Stratton 
Spay and Neuter Clinic
Fostering and adoption of healthy companion 
animals into caring and loving homes
Education, especially in the community 
and schools
Assist in controlling and maintaining the county 
feral cat population
Provide relief for displaced animals 
during emergencies

The Final Word

Carmel Valley Doggie 
Bed & Breakfast

“All Dogs Treated 
Like Family” 

Gwenn Urgo - Proprietor  
(831) 659-1807 

34851 Sky Ranch Estates, Carmel Valley 
Member: Pet Sitter's International  •  Insured 

If you go on vacation 
your dog should too!
8 Reasons Why Your Dog 
Would Love CV Doggy B&B
• Ten Acres of Fenced 
  Romping Grounds
• A Pond for Splashing Around
• Lots of Dogs to Play With
• We take puppies too!
• Great References
• Reasonable Rates
• On-going Training
• Gwenn LOVES Dogs

Paws n’ Claws Pet Sitting

Paws n’ Claws Pet Sitting

In the Comfort of  YOUR Own Home
pet sitting / dog walking / overnight

Darla Smith 831-235-1158

www.pawsnclawspet.net

Dogwood 
Ranch 

PET RESORT
dog park
healthy boarding
cats too!

831-663-DOGS (3647)
dogwoodranch.com

10385 Reese Circle
Prunedale

15 miles east of Monterey

Serving the Monterey Peninsula

Sandy Benzor
Canine Training 

Specialist

Strengthening the 
Human-Canine Bond

www.pawzitivelyk9.com
831-262-Wolves (9658)

TRAINING, LLC

Sandy Benzor
Canine Training 

Specialist

Strengthening the 
Human-Canine Bond

www.pawzitivelyk9.com
831-262-Wolves (9658)

TRAINING, LLC

Sandy Benzor
Canine Training

Specialist
Strengthening

the Human-
Canine Bond

Classes in
Pacifi c Grove

www.pawzitivelyk9.com
831-262-Wolves (9658)
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www.DMKC.org or 831-333-9032
Bernese Mountain Dog: Milka (Photo by Ellen Mitchell)

All-Breed Conformation
Shows with Obedience
& Rally Trials

Agility Trials
Offering classes in
• Obedience • Conformation
Breeder Referral

It’s all about being happy!

Lucinda’s Happy Pets
www.HappyPetsonline.com

831. 647. 8421

Your 
place or 
ours?
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Since 1993
Vet referred

Lucinda Andersen and her beloved pet Jasmine

Lucinda Ad 3.indd   1 8/22/11   3:37:39 PM

Officer Shaka - 
Pittie on Duty

Shaka was rescued from a city shelter 
in New York and became a valued 
police dog. She is a graduate of the 
Washington State Patrol Academy K-9 
Drug Detection Training Unit, and her 
work ethic and intelligence have earned 
her a badge as well as a best friend. 

She has been partnered with Officer 
Billy Wells of the Milwaukie, Oregon 
Police Department since 2011. Officer 
Wells had previous bomb detection 
experience as a K-9 handler, so when 
Shaka came to the Milwaukie Police 

Department, he was first choice to be 
assigned to be her partner. 

Officer Wells was raised around Pit 
Bulls and was confident that Shaka 
would live up to all expectations of her 
as a dedicated working dog and an 
excellent K-9 partner. Officer Wells says 
“Shaka stands out above the rest who 
do the same type of detection work. She 
is a people-pleaser and a wonderful pet. 
She goes home with me every day and 
usually goes everywhere with me and 
my family.”
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Livning with Dogs ad

March 2011

Coastal Canine Magazine

2/9 Horizontal

4.75 wide x 3.0625 tall

To: carie@coastalcaninemag.com

From: marguer@pacbell.net

Positive Training 
Fetches Positive Results!

Dog Training Classes: 
Puppy, Family Dog, CGC

Dog Sports: Agility, Lure Coursing, Treibball
Private Lessons

Online registration    sandi@livingwithdogs.us
www.livingwithdogs.us 831/476-9065

Living with Dogs Animal 
Chiropractic
BY LESTER B. WADDEL, D.C.

Certified 
by the 

International 
Veterinary 

Chiropractic 
Association

From backyard pet to 
performance athlete, every 
animal needs Chiropractic. 

Call 1-800-871-7970 
in Monterey County

HORSES, DOGS, CATS, 
GOATS, MULES...

• Gentle Soft Tissue 
   Manipulation
• Align Naturally and 
   Prevent Tension, Injury, 
   and Surgery
• Move Without Restraint 
   and Feel Young Again

"A body in balance is a body at ease."
bring your dog - they need it too

 (Your pet's session is free!) 

Sibylle Bautz, Cert Rolfer®, PT, CMT
20 years manual therapy experience
620 Lighthouse Ave., Paci c Grove

831-648-1635

Structural Integration
& Movement Education

Nagging pain? Sciatica? Aching Joints? Try Rol�ng®
Call for your FREE 
30 minute consultation
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571 E. Franklin Street, 
Suite C, Monterey

The Final Word

Carmel, California   
831-238-2522

www.yourpetsitter.com

Founded in 1994, bonded and insured.

Lauren Dubin

Cage-Free Boarding
exclusively for small dogs

www.LittlePupLodge.com
Soquel • 831-476-1948

•  constant human 
companionship

•  safe & serene 
environment

•  limited 
vacancies

Little Pup Lodge

Canine Spirit
Private Consultations, Dog Behavior, 
Socialization, Obedience, Manners

“Your
incredible 
energy and 
knowledge 
helped me to 
bring peace
to our four
dog home.”
~A Grateful Client

Barb
Cartwright
408 592 7273• www.caninespirit.net
Serving Santa Cruz, Monterey and Santa Clara Counties

• Private in-home sessions
• Puppy and good manners classes   
 at the Raw Connection*
• Small classes for more individual   
 attention

GOT MANNERS?
A positive, holistic approach to your 
dog’s training and well being.

DivineK9
DOG TRAINING

Andee Burleigh, CPDT
626-1774

Divinek9dogtraining.com
*26549 Carmel Rancho Blvd • Carmel

low-cost 
veterinary clinic 

 

Now Open 7 Days a Week 
Including Weekends! 

Learn More! 

Offering high-quality,  
affordable spay and neuter 
surgeries, vaccinations, and 

microchips for cats and dogs. 
 

Our low-cost services are 
made possible by the support 

of our generous donors. 
 
 

♦ Conveniently open daily, 
including weekends 

 

♦ No office visit fees 
 

♦ High-quality, low-cost care 
 

♦ Appointments available now 

831-264-5400 
www.SPCAmc.org 

Bring this coupon to receive  

10% off 
One Spay or Neuter Surgery, 

One Microchip, One Vaccina�on 
or One 4‐pack of Advantage 

Cannot be combined with other offers. 
Expires 12/31/12 

low-cost 
veterinary clinic 

 

Now Open 7 Days a Week 
Including Weekends! 

Learn More! 

Offering high-quality,  
affordable spay and neuter 
surgeries, vaccinations, and 

microchips for cats and dogs. 
 

Our low-cost services are 
made possible by the support 

of our generous donors. 
 

 
 

♦ Conveniently open daily, 
including weekends 

 

♦ No office visit fees 
 

♦ High-quality, low-cost care 
 

♦ Appointments available now 
 

♦ Donations support your local 
independent SPCA, the heart 
of animal rescue since 1905 

831-264-5400 
www.SPCAmc.org 
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 .com

 10% sales will fund 
 Peace Of Mind Dog Rescue

www.

Shop Big Wags
 Made in USA
 Fair Trade 
 Eco-Friendly 

Promo Code: POMDR

The Final Word

 

Pam Jackson 

Dog Training

Pam Jackson 

Dog Training
30+  years Experience 
Training over 9,000 Dogs

Loving and respectful 
training WITHOUT treats.

Guaranteed Results

831-679-2560
www.pamjacksondogtraining.comwww.pamjacksondogtraining.com

Visit us 
online at

www.coastalcaninemag.com

Like us
on Facebook

Water Rescue Dogs
In Italy there are hundreds of specially 
trained dogs who are used to help with 
thousands of water rescues each year. 

The dogs wear special harnesses that 
can be grabbed and held onto, and 
sometimes they pull a floatation device 
or a raft. They are trained to jump 
from a moving motorboat, Jet Ski, or 
helicopter. 

The dogs are partnered with a 
lifeguard/handler who can be pulled 

by the dog to the site of the stranded 
victim. This allows the lifeguard to 
conserve his energy so he can move long 
distances more quickly and perform 
resuscitation efforts right in the water. 

Newfoundlands, Golden Retrievers, 
and Labrador Retrievers are most 
commonly used for this work. One 
Newfoundland dog can pull up to 30 
people in a raft as far as 2,000 meters!

© Pascalina Claudiu M
arius | Dream

stim
e.com
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Stephanie Rozzo
Pet Portrait Artist
Gouache, Acrylic, Watercolor, 
Colored Pencil,
Charcoal

831-428-5115
stephanierozzo@gmail.com
www.stephanierozzo.com

Pamper your pup!

Located in Carmel on Mission
between 3rd and 4th. | 831-625-1111

Formerly Royal Paws

For a Dog
who is Happier,
Calm and Relaxed

Specialty and Custom Blends Available

Call or check our website at
www.wellscents.com • (831) 747-4471
Locally Owned and Operated 
Cheryl Beller, MBA, Founder

Aromatherapy
for Pets and
Their People

PETS  
WELCOME  

ON THE  
PATIO

Enjoy  
Breakfast or Lunch 
while taking in the panoramic 

views of Monterey Bay

Sip a cafe au lait with an order 
of fresh beignets and watch the 

passers-by on the Recreation Trail.  
Enjoy a glass of wine or a quality 

craft beer on the garden patio  
or in our rustic dining rooms.  

Breakfast is served all day.  
Free parking available off Wave 
Street. Wireless DSL enabled.  

550 Wave St • Lower Level 
Monterey • 831.649.8600 

www.trailsidecafe.com 

Come Meet Our 
Friendly Staff

ENRIQUE TUESTA, DMD
TRISCHA TUESTA, DMD

General Dentists

831-375-1112
www.artisedental.com

815 Cass Street  •  Monterey
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1 0 0 %  N E W  Z E A L A N D 
P E T  N U T R I T I O N

ZiwiPeak, uses world-class Real Meat or 
Real Fish ingredients that are certified 
Fit for Human Consumption — all from New 
Zealand and manufactured in New Zealand, 
giving you traceability from farm gate to your 
Dog or Cat. 

 ZiwiPeak is air-dried so completely safe. 

 ZiwiPeak means you don’t re-hydrate.  
Just open the bag and use straight away.

 ZiwiPeak is so convenient!

Why wouldn’t you raise the bar and feed your  
beloved Dog or Cat what nature intended? 

No Antibiotics or Hormones · No Glutens
No Grains · No Chemicals · No Colours

No Additives · No Preservatives
No Ethoxyquin · No GMOs

Made in New Zealand
ZiwiPeak USA Inc.
26366 Carmel Rancho Ln. 
Suite F.
Carmel, 93923

Available at:
·  The Raw Connection, Carmel.

·  Carmel Holistic Vet Clinic, Carmel.
·  Stone’s Pet Shop, Pacific Grove.

·  The Best Pet Shop, Pacific Grove.
·  Highway 68 Pets, Salinas.
·  Petfood Express, Carmel

ZiwiPeak

 Chicory, Lecithin, Kelp, Parsley + 
Natural Vitamins & Minerals

 Real Fish - Fished from  
New Zealand seas

 Heart, Liver, Kidney, Green 
Tripe, Green Lipped Mussel

 Real Meat & Bone   
Venison Meat or Lamb Meat55% 

25% 

10% 

10% 
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Nights, weekends and holidays, 365 DAYS
A YEAR—we are always there for your pet

24/7P E T
CARE

Monterey Peninsula Veterinary
Emergency & Specialty Center
20 Lower Ragsdale Drive, Suite 150 Monterey,
CA 93940 | www.mpvesc.com

NEW Daytime General Practice Hours: Mon-Fri 8am-5pm 

For an appointment call (831) 373-7374

Emergency walk-ins are always welcome.

Our 24/7 facility allows you to have all of 
your pet’s veterinary needs conveniently 
combined under one roof. 
We are here for you at any time your
veterinarian is not available. 

SERVICES AND PRODUCTS OFFERED
• 24/7/365 Emergency & Critical Care
• Specialty Surgery for Orthopedics, Soft Tissue Surgery, 
Arthroscopy & Laparoscopy

• General Daytime Veterinary Services
• General Medicine • General Surgery • Dentistry
• Specialty Foods & Individual  Nutritional Consults
• Puppy & Kitten Packages • Spay & Neuter Packages
• Adult & Senior Care • Preventative Medicine
• Avian & Exotic Medicine
• State of the Art Facility with Full
 In House Diagnostic Abilities

• Medical Boarding in a Clinical Setting

 HW
Y 68

Located in

Ryan Ranch
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